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The cause-oriented
treatment approach
is the most enduring.

Paul Schmidt, 1976
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Fascination

Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt

I

n recent years energetic procedures and especially
Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt have been
able to develop very dynamically. People who
have had the chance to experience the fascination
of this cause-oriented treatment approach will
often spontaneously become ambassadors of this
methodology.
Let us briefly depict the complex theoretical
connections of quantum physics with the application
of Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt and
implement them in practice.
If 200 years ago people still believed that any kind
of matter was solid and indivisible, then the work
of Bohr and Sommerfeld made it clear that matter
must be composed of smaller parts. According to
this model, our matter consists of atoms, which are
not further divisible with chemical methods. Atoms
consist of atomic nuclei with positive electrical
charge (protons and neutrons) and also a shell with
a negative electrical charge. If everything, matter,
plants, animals, human beings, food products, etc,
are constructed of this, then the question arises:
what do protons, neutrons and electrons consists of
ultimately? Explanations of this are found in quantum
physics in the works of many famous scientists such as
Max Planck, Heisenberg or Luis-Victor Duc de Broglie.
The last named scientist originated the wave theory,
which shows that not only light, but every sort of
matter ultimately has the nature of waves.
Everything is built of oscillations and waves
If you accept that everything is ultimately composed
of oscillations and waves and that these interact
(enter into resonance), so atoms and molecules
are ultimately oscillation patterns and molecule
formations are larger oscillation patterns, then the
significance accorded to Bioresonance according to
Paul Schmidt, and that which is still to be accorded to
it in the future becomes clear.
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This explains why homeopathy functions, why
gemstone therapy can make sense (with the
appropriate frequency spectra) and that our food can
actually be our medicine (Hippocrates).
Food
Molecules
Atoms
Protons, Neutrons, Electrons
Oscillation

Just as many people today ridicule the medicine of
200 years ago, it must be clear that in 200 years our
current medical approaches will be ridiculed. The
next great medical advance can only be made if we
dedicate ourselves to the actual smallest building
blocks of our organism, and pay attention to their
oscillations and oscillation patterns.
30 years of Bioresonance according to Paul
Schmidt
Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt has been
dedicated for 30 years now to research and use
of frequency spectra of substances, tissues, and
regulation processes, and it applies these with
appropriate device technology for the well-being of
plants, animals and human beings.
The operating principle can be explained and
understood quickly. Just as sunlight (=sinusoidal
frequency spectrum) stimulates regulations, e.g. ,

pigmentation or the vitamin
D balance in our organism,
Paul Schmidt discovered
many additional frequency
spectra that in turn cause
their own regulations. With
the bioresonance devices
Rayocomp PS 100 polar and
the smaller and portable
Rayocomp PS 10, these
spectra are transferred
using so-called detectors
to the human body or the
Paul Schmidt discovered the
animal body and resonated
bioresonance therapy
there. With the universally
procedure named for him.
applicable procedure of
Bioresonance according to
Paul Schmidt it is possible to work both exogenously,
by imposing from outside onto the body, and also
endogenously mostly using bodily secretions.

The book on the procedure
Comprehensive information
on the procedure can be
found in the fourth edition
of the standard work on
Bioresonance according to
Paul Schmidt. Since 1994,
the author, professor and
engineering graduate (TH)
Dietmar Heimes, has been
developing the bioresonance
procedure named for its
inventor Paul Schmidt.
The standard work
on Bioresonance according to
Paul Schmidt, 1st edition

Important legal information:
Please be aware that the connections presented here in part go beyond the dominant medical opinions, and the
effect of bioenergetic oscillations is to date neither accepted nor recognized by classic conventional medicine.
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World debut - the new

RAYOSCAN
from the company Rayonex Biomedical GmbH

A

lready in 1975 when Paul Schmidt began with
his considerations on bioresonance it was
his dream: a measurement procedure that
detects the helpful individual frequency patterns
of the patient automatically without the therapist's
intervention, thus making these patterns available for
a subsequent energetic therapy.
Paul Schmidt took into account the radiesthetic
measurement procedure developed by him at that
time that the patient's body energetics must not
be modified by the measurement. For this reason,
for example, he did not consider the measurement
procedure of electro-acupuncture on the meridian
points, since this can traumatise or modify the
meridian points by applying pressure several times. A
special problem of this method is moreover that the
therapist touches the patient during measurement
and hence can participate in a direct energetic
exchange with the patient - from the energetic
standpoint not optimal either for the patient or for
the therapist.
Now Bioresonance to Paul Schmidt consists today of
very much different frequency patterns (updated April
2014: 1766 different RAH-programmes), each one of
which can be important for the body. Moreover the
frequency spectra of a cat, a dog, a horse are different
from that of a human being. The acupuncturist
must examine different frequency spectra than a
homeopath, dietician or building biologist. How
can the very different individual frequency patterns
be analysed or scanned without the therapist himself
ultimately testing, becoming part of the test or
influencing the test? How can this take place with a
system that can be explained and understood by the
patient in an analysis period and that is acceptable for
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the therapist? More and more questions that seemed
unsurmountable at the beginning.
An automatic measurement system - this was
already clear to Paul Schmidt - offers great
benefits:

1 Every therapist can enter the world of
Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt with an
automatic test system such as Rayoscan, since
he does not have to learn a test procedure with
time and effort.

2 Time management in the individual practice

is considerably easier, since the therapist can
delegate the analysis and loses no time in
testing. Thus finally with Bioresonance according
to Paul Schmidt even the established physician
has a chance to work and offer assistance with
little time per patient - whether it is in his own
practice or with the Rayocomp PS 10 in home
treatment, e.g., in the case of patients who are
not mobile.

3 During an automatic measurement procedure

there is no direct energy exchange - for the wellbeing of the patient and the therapist.

The new measurement system Rayoscan is guided
by the up to now most efficient and also most
time-consuming test combination of Bioresonance
according to Paul Schmidt. This consists at present of
a so-called range value test and an RAH test.
In the range value test the whole frequency range
of Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt is
tested step by step using a radiesthetic procedure

in a defined step length. This creates the so-called
energetic fingerprint of the person (or of the animal,
of the plant, …). The combination of the 'resonance
points' found in this way reflects the current need for
regulation, and it is a combination that is as individual
as the organism examined itself.

How specifically does the new Rayoscan work
and how is it applied?

In the bioresonance device Rayocomp PS 1000 polar,
the new Rayoscan module is available starting in May
2014. In this manner Rayonex supports especially the
current owners of the device, for the new module
can also be integrated into existing Rayocomp PS
The Rayonex Analysis and Harmonisation System 1000 polar devices (in accordance with the age
(RAH)
of Rayocomp PS 1000 polar different costs apply).
Rayonex has pursued for years the
In a second step using the RAH
strategy of modular design. For this
special and also complex regulation
reason there is not a new generation
structures are tested energetically. The
of devices every couple years, but
subsequent combination composed
rather the existing devices can be
of the individual resonance points
updated with software and hardware
from the range value test and the
updates with the respective desired
RAH programmes is stored on a RAH
module. This is very much appreciated
Green-Card or in the patient history
by users, since costs are reduced, the
The RAH Green Card
of the Rayocomp PS 1000 polar and
device remains valuable and even
can then form the basis for the harmonisation. Thus after many years constitutes a perfect investment,
already today a therapist can perform the tests on his especially since there are next to no used devices on
Rayocomp PS 1000, store them on a RAH Green Card the market given the permanent update option.
and give them to the patient for home therapy with a
portable Rayocomp PS 10.
With the Rayoscan module, a high-quality "ECG
test system" is integrated into the Rayocomp PS
Since this combination represents the most 1000 polar. The procedure, which is the subject of
efficient treatment method of Bioresonance a patent application, is based on the knowledge
according to Paul Schmidt at the moment, that stimulation to the organism in the summation
Rayoscan should be used here to automatically of all regulation processes is also measurable as
detect both individual frequency spectra and also modification in the heart beat (e.g., heart rate,
RAH programmes.
intensity, gradual changes).

Without a time investment on the therapist's part, the Rayoscan
determines using a 4-point derivative which frequencies of
the bioresonance device would be advantageous for energetic
harmonisation, and on this basis it produces comprehensive energetic
analyses.
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Resonance
point

Rayoscan calculates anomalies invisible for the human eye from the data
of the 4-point derivative, and in this manner it determines the resonance points.

These changes are very small, and calculating
them requires an immense mathematical effort,
which could only be solved by incorporating
mathematicians and university institutions. Since
the Rayoscan project was sponsored by the German
Federal Republic, it could finally be completed.
Even
if
Rayoscan
receives the signals
using the well-known
ECG-electrodes,
it
is
nevertheless
no
Rayoscan is a development project
typical
ECG-system
sponsored by the
Federal Republic of Germany.
for evaluation of the
heart curve, but rather
a system that in response to a stimulus (frequency)
collects heart data, which are calculated in
conclusion. In specific, the Rayocomp, as in the
range value test, tunes to a frequency value and
stores the heart's reactions. After an automatic
online precalculation and evaluation of the
respective heart reaction, a new frequency value
is applied to the organism, etc. After the relevant
frequency band (duration approx. 12 minutes)
is set and the data are collected, the Rayocomp
PS 1000 polar begins with the calculations and
finally it identifies the frequencies that produce
the greatest reactions.
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Then with these results in a further step a reference
energetic analysis can be calculated for all
1766 currently existing RAH programmes (from
acupuncture meridians through physiology to Bach
flowers and Schüssler salts).
If you enter into the system that, e.g., 45 minutes
are available for energetic therapy, then the system
calculates from the measurements the appropriate
individual frequencies and RAH-programmes that
are best suited and transfers them directly to the
harmonisation or it stores them on a RAH GreenCard, in the patient history or the Rayocomp PS 1000
polar prints them.
In spite of the greatest mathematical complexity of
the calculation, an extremely simple operation for
the user has been achieved. The use of Rayoscan can
be learned in a few hours.
It is not only the therapist who profits from the
system, the patient profits especially since in the
briefest time period he receives a comprehensive
analysis of his energetic situation and he can use it
for treatment.
Since experience dictates that energetic regulation
deficits appear earlier than, e.g., irregular blood
tests, Rayoscan cannot be a typical, conventional
medical diagnostic system, but rather an analysis
system for energetic regulation deficits.

The new

RAH-Vet

for the Rayocomp PS 1000 polar

A

t the beginning the role of Bioresonance
according to Paul Schmidt in veterinary medicine
was already discussed. For the whole system the
successful results with animals are of course especially
interesting because the successful treatment of a horse,
a dog or a cat cannot be attributed to the placebo
effect. In brief, a successfully treated dog will not have
convinced himself of the success of treatment.
In 2011 for the first time the veterinary medical RAH
module M11 became available for the portable
bioresonance device, the Rayocomp PS 10, with more
than 600 animal-specific RAH programmes. Since
then almost 1000 animal therapists have decided on
this system. In spite of this, at the very moment of
introduction, users expressed a desire for a veterinary
medicine high-end module for the Rayocomp PS 1000.
Development took three years. Starting in April 2014
the new RAH Vet for the Rayocomp PS 1000 polar is
available with the following range of functions:
•    Comprehensive frequency collection for horses, dogs
and cats
• Chakra activation with visualising of chakras on the
animal
•    
Complete range of functions for acupuncture
oscillation therapy. Every meridian point can be
visualised on the horse, dog or cat and used to sedate
or to tone.
• The RAH is integrated for the full range of services
including visualisation for all three types of animal
(including provision of system programmes) both in
analysis and also in harmonisation.
•    Comprehensive functions for energetic animal feed
test, energetic drinking water test or energetic
allergen test.

•    Integration of energetic testing on Bach flowers and
Schüssler salts, and also use of own secretions for
endogenous bioresonance therapy applications.

With the RAH Vet for Rayocomp PS 1000 polar, energetic
processes can now be analysed, visualised and harmonised also
for horses, dogs and cats.

Since Rayocomp PS 1000 polar works with an
integrated touchscreen, no additional screen is
necessary. Operation is almost self-explanatory and
very easy to learn.
Due to the continuing development of the Vetmodule, approx. 1200 different RAH programmes,
and hence frequency compositions are available to
the veterinary user today. These RAH programmes are
also a component of the Vet-module in the portable
Rayocomp PS 10. Thus it is now possible for the first
time in the veterinary area to perform the energetic
analysis in Rayocomp PS 1000 polar, to save the results
on a RAH Green Card, and to use them easily in home
therapy with a Rayocomp PS 10.
With the RAH Vet-module for Rayocomp
PS 1000 polar and Rayocomp PS 10, an
energetic analysis and harmonisation system
is available that is as perfect as in human medicine.
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The new

Rayocomp PS 10 basic
A

nother special feature of Bioresonance according price. The Rayocomp PS 10 basic due to its range of
to Paul Schmidt is included in the device functions can only automatically run a RAH Green
philosophy of Rayonex Biomedical GmbH. For Card, i.e., the individual frequency values stored
in the Rayocomp PS 1000
on it and RAH programmes
polar not only a high-end
- nothing more. Due to the
bioresonance device is
smaller range of functions,
available but also with
the Rayocomp PS 10 basic is
Rayocomp
the Rayocomp PS 10 a
less expensive than a classic
PS 10 basic
considerably smaller and
Rayocomp PS 10 with RAH
portable
bioresonance
module M9.
therapy
device.
The
smaller device itself is
One of the benefits for
Rayocomp
PS
outstandingly suited for
the therapist is that no
entry into the world of 1000 polar
programmes other than
bioresonance
therapy,
those established by him in
since using the total of
the home therapy can be
12 software modules for
harmonised and the therapy
RAH Green Card
integration the range of
can as a whole be better
services can be adapted optimally to the respective evaluated. Of course a Rayocomp PS 10 basic is
needs. Regardless of whether it is a therapist, home also an ideal option for creating an inexpensive,
patient, veterinarian, researcher, building biologist or additional treatment station in your own practice.
nutritionist, they can all adapt the PS 10 optimally to
their own needs due to the modular design.
Less expensive than a classic Rayocomp PS 10
The Rayocomp PS 10 is used increasingly in human
medicine for home therapy patients. For this purpose,
the therapist drafts the energetic analysis at his
practice on his Rayocomp PS 1000 and saves it for the
patient on the RAH Green Card. The patient, who in
turn owns a Rayocomp PS 10 or has leased one, can
begin very easily (plug in Rayocomp PS 10, insert
RAH Green Card, connect detector) with the home
therapy, which takes place mostly at night while
sleeping. The new Rayocomp PS 10 basic was created
specifically for this case, since experience shows
that the range of functions of Rayocomp PS 10 was
often much to wide and unused services of the
device were being unnecessarily included in the
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Perfection all around!
Especially with the new Rayoscan, which can
be incorporated into the Rayocomp PS 1000
polar, and which can calculate automatically the
patient's necessary single fundamental frequency
values and the necessary RAH programmes, the
Rayocomp PS 10 basic makes even more sense. For
in this manner a closed therapy chain is created:
therapist – patient – measurement – saving on the
RAH Green Card - harmonisation on a bioresonance
therapy device according to Paul Schmidt.
Especially for patients who are not mobile, or for
patients who live at a great distance from their therapist
or also for patients who are very busy in their career,
the new Rayocomp PS 10 basic will be an ideal aid.

IN SUMMARY
Video on Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt

A

few weeks ago the new video on
Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt was
completed. It is an impressive, 17-minute
presentation of the philosophy and range of
services of the procedure. You can see the video
on Rayonex's own Youtube channel at: www.youtube.com/rayonexgmbh or at the direct link:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdJ52wgXIPg
We are pleased to provide you with the video
for your own presentations, e.g., at your
practice or for your own lectures. You can
download the video at the following address:
www.paul-schmidt-akademie.de, then click on
Rayonex Wiki and Download.

The new Rayonex presentation video - can now
be downloaded.

Rayocomp PS 10 - training video in the Rayonex Wiki

B

ioresonance according to Paul Schmidt is
already used in many countries in the world. The
questions that are posed around the world about
this cause-oriented system are often very similar.
For this reason, a unified, international, Internet-based
training platform was created, called the Rayonex Wiki.
At the moment more than 320 training videos are
available online. For example, the use of Rayocomp PS
10 can already be learned using the training video in
the Rayonex Wiki. Access data: User name: Rayonex,
Password: Wiki.
The new Rayonex Wiki is an additional milestone, and
it inspires a very good feeling by providing our users
at home and abroad throughout the world at any time
of day with access to information about Bioresonance
according to Paul Schmidt.

For example, here is the button „MODE“ with which you
can select different main menu points on the device, e.g.,
Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt or the RAH (Rayonex
Analysis and Harmonisation System).
In the Rayonex Wiki there are more than 320 videos that explain the
function of the most diverse devices and products of Bioresonance
according to Paul Schmidt (illustration: Rayocomp PS 10).
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The new module M7 for building biology

W

ithin the cause-oriented treatment system
of Bioresonance according to Paul Schmidt,
building biology plays an essential role.
Experience shows that it makes sense not only to treat
the patient, but also his living space and environment.
Disturbances due to geopathy, electrosmog or also
mildew can be detected in this way, and solutions
can be developed. In Germany alone, more than
100 building biology measurement technicians
have been trained at the Paul Schmidt Academy.
In the future this area of activity will take on increasing
significance. At Rayonex Biomedical GmbH we wish
to give special support to work in building biology
with the new RAH module M7 for Rayocomp PS 10.
This module makes all frequency patterns relevant
for building biology available so that it can be used to
perform energetic analyses of the living environment.

The new module M7 for the Rayocomp PS 10 offers
ideal support to building biology measurement technicians

Rental is increasingly popular

F

or some years now Rayonex offers - unusual
in the market - not only purchase of the
bioresonance devices but also the rental. At
present more than 2500 users rent Rayonex products.
Why do they do this?

1 If servicing becomes necessary for the rented
product, it is free of charge for the user (except for
shipping charges).

2 A rental agreement has a minimum duration of six
months. After this period the rental contract may
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be terminated on a monthly basis - and so it is a
fair system.

3 If a company such as Rayonex Biomedical GmbH

rents its own products with a short minimum
rental period, this is great proof of confidence in
its own products. Many users see this, and they
appreciate it.

4 It often happens that during the rental period the

user wishes to acquire the device. In this case, the
rental contract expires immediately.
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Rayonex Biomedical GmbH
Sauerland-Pyramiden 1
57368 Lennestadt (Germany)
Tel: +49 2721 6006-0
Fax: +49 2721 6006-66
Email: info@rayonex.de
Website: www.rayonex.de
Facebook: www.facebook.com/RayonexGmbH
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